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the one thing i forgot to mention is that you are loved

it is 2010 and i am playing with cats in the living room on a dirty rug
my body is sprawled across the rug and i hear your car pull up outside
your body is inside of my house and you are stomping the slushy snow from your boots
while you are shaking off your coat i managed to catch a glisten of snowflakes in your beard
your face is coming closer to my face and i can smell the cold seeping out of your pores
our lips are meeting for what feels like the first time
but all i can think about are the tiny snowflakes in your beard
and how i want to refold the paper and glue the geometric shapes back into place
and put the scissors away and pretend that this winter just didn't exist
but you pull out, cum on my back, walk downstairs and suit up for the trek to your car
and while i lay in my bed listening to babes in toyland i realize that
the one thing i forgot to mention is that you are loved
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if i could i would
build a home in your heart
but the only problem is
you set up the wi-fi
and didn't tell me the password



Type A Personal Message Here

i'm really happy now
so sometimes i will tweet about it a lot
because i know you read my twitter
and it's weird
because i find myself thinking of you
even in the most unlikely of places
like in the cafeteria at school
or the tim horton's washroom
and i guess i feel really lucky
but it's a little bittersweet
because you can't tweet emoticons
so that really sucks
but if you remember
the MSN Messenger keyboard shortcuts
next time you'll know
that (K) means i am kissing you
and ({) means i am hugging you
and (L) means i am loving you
and (K)({)(L) means i am doing all three
but only in my dreams
or in my head when i'm jerking off
at the very least
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